SELF FIT:
An In-House MICHELIN® Tire Care™ Solution

Manage Your Own Inspections…

- Increase customer satisfaction
- Meet delivery times
- Reduce road service calls
- Improve CSA compliance
- Increase driver satisfaction
- Improve fleet safety
- Maximize fuel economy
- Maximize tire mileage
- Improve tire selection and inventory control

Self Fit delivers the **VALUE** of MICHELIN® Tire Care™, the **FLEXIBILITY** of in-house use, and the **SERVICE** of the MICHELIN® Commercial Service Network™.

- Unlimited inspections per month / per vehicle
- Full access to Tire Care reporting
- Training
- Help Desk support

**Self Fit: Terms & Conditions**

- To qualify for **Self Fit**, a fleet must have approval of Michelin management.
- The fleet will request the number of kits needed. Each kit will be leased at $500.
- Fleet utilizes MICHELIN® Commercial Service Network™ for **Fleet Ready** at $15/vehicle/inspection at locations where they do not have the capabilities or resources to address tire monitoring needs.
- Fleet has full access to **Road Ready** at $10/vehicle/inspection – As an additional benefit for **Fleet Ready** customers, MICHELIN® Tire Care™ includes access to **Road Ready** – over the road tire monitoring to help fleets protect their vehicles on the go. Currently **Road Ready** is exclusively available at Love’s Travel Stops in their TIREPASS fuel lanes.